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The Peace River Regional District logo 
is available in three versions: 
Horizontal (Version 1 & 2)
and Vertical (Version 3).

The Horizontal (Version 1) logo is the 
primary identification for the Peace 
River Regional District. The Horizontal 
(Version 2) logo and the Vertical 
(Version 3) logo should be considered 
only in circumstances where it is 
impossible to use the primary logo.
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Logo variations

Peace River Regional District’s logo captures the diverse, vast and abundant spirit of the Region. The icon, as a whole, 
depicts a dove at the top, the symbol of peace, encompassing the entire region – while the mighty Peace River runs 
through it below. The colour palette, along with the icon on a whole, symbolizes the diversity of the region through its 
landscapes, rivers and wide open spaces.
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The Logo
Peace River Regional District Logo

CONCEPT OPTION A: A QUIET GETAWAY CONCEPT OPTION B: OUTDOOR ENTHUSIAST DESTINATION
Option B considers adding recreational opportunities that invite users of all ages through all seasons to visit 
the park. This approach would require strong partnerships with clubs and organizations and would include paid 
camping to support enhanced amenities, operations, and maintenance.

Inspiration

Upgraded toilets Fencing used to delineate campsite areas Low cost play features New campsites set into forest Small fishing dock Dedicated tent camping area Picnic shelter near activity staging area Improved boat ramp Corrals at a equestrian camping area Woodland disc golf course

Inspiration

Montney Centennial Regional Park Concept Options

Option A focuses on addressing existing issues and considers addition of key amenities to support the park as a 
quiet camping destination. The investments proposed in this option are more modest in scale and cost, with the 
intention of maintaining the park as a rustic, free campground.


